Abstract. Combining image processing and artificial neural network technology, a new diagnose method of soybean leaf diseases has been proposed, which identified the methods of division algorithm and eigenvalue computation, meanwhile, established a three-level neural network model to identify the diseased spot areas. According to the characteristics of soybean leaf disease, a new diagnose method has been formed, through extraction of geometric features, color and texture feature, which provided reference to Remote Intelligent diagnosis of soybean leaf disease.
II Materials and methods

Image Acquisition
The samples of soybean leaf diseases have been collected in open environment of field, which used non-destructive collection method, in natural light, soybean leaves have been loaded in home-made loading template, and used DSLR-α350 SONY digital cameras wih 14.2 million effective pixels to collect the images which would be stored into soybean leaf disease image database with JPEG format . 
Pre-processing of plant disease image
Image of plant disease leaf could be affected by various noise sources in the generation and transmission which would lead to quality degradation. It is impossible to describe statistical model using random process, thus, this article used a local smoothing method to eliminate image noises ,which named median filter approach.
A median filter window may be square m m , rectangular m n or cross-shaped etc.
Firstly Median filter will sort the gray value of template pixel, while n is odd number, the gray value of pixel Located in the middle is called the median number of these n numbers.,while n is even number, the gray value of pixel Located in the middle of the average of the two values is called the median number, the expression is as follows: 
Feature calculation
1) Geometric feature [16] The characteristic parameters of the lesion is very important to determine the diseases, This region labeling and contour tracking has been used to calculate the geometric characteristics of lesion area. 2) Color feature [17] While diagnosis of crop diseases, the HSI model has great advantages, HSI model can reduce the light intensity to determine the impact of color, therefore, this study extract the color feature in HSI color space, therefore, RGB space need to converted to HSI color space.
Tab.2Values of Color Feature
No. 3) Texture Feature [18] The image of disease leaf includes not only geometric information, color information, but also contains the texture information,fiom which many valuable information can be abtained.
because different types of disease pathogens can produce different diseases, the lesion area showes different texture, thus,the texture features can provide an important basis for identification of disease.
Tab. 
Result and Discussion
From figure 1 , we see that the color of soybean brown spot is obviously different to that of healthy area, so it is feasible to use color characteristic as input value of the network, and the most of the diseased spots shown in figure 4 have been extracted, especially the bigger ones with distinct characteristic, so the algorithm accuracy can reach to more than 90%, furthermore, the main influenced factor lay in some aspects bellow: 1 The first factor is the number of samples, how many samples should be chosen depends on the complexity of the lamina itself, that is to say, the more complex types of diseased lamina, the more samples should be chosen.
2 The second factor is the resolution of the digital camera, which influenced the extraction accuracy of diseased spots.
3 The third factor is the light intensity which led to the loss of the image color, so reducing the interference of human factor and environmental factors should be taken into account when collecting the lamina images.
Conclusion
Based on the colorimetric mechanism, the soybean brown spots have been recognized successfully through training the artificial neural network, the method proposed in this paper overcomes the shortcomings of traditional threshold method.
The experiments result shows that the precondition for accuracy reached to 100% is choosing enough samples seriously and combining with image processing technology.
In the paper , we have studied the key technology of Intelligent diagnosis of crop diseases. Firstly, proposed the image acquisition method, secondly, determined the preprocessing algorithms of diseased leaves image and the segmentation algorithm of soybean leaf lesion, at last , pre-research the Identification model of soybean leaf disease from the geometrical features, color and texture characteristic respectively, which provide the basement for intelligent diagnosis of diseased soybean leaf .
This study which can be applied not only in recognizing of soybean diseased spots, but also in that of other farm crop, such as rice, maize have been popularized in practical life and production, meanwhile , provides a practical scientific method for agriculture researchers and solid technology basement for species identification, characteristic recognition and diseased diagnosis.
